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Norred Law, PLLC  www.norredlaw.com 

515 E. Border  817-704-3984 o 

Arlington, TX 76010  817-549-0161 f 

 

April 8, 2020  
 

Mayor Ron Nirenberg  

c/o covid19media@sanantonio.gov, 

Michael Shannon, Director 

Michael.Shannon@sanantonio.gov 

Bexar County Judge Nelson Wolff 

nwolff@bexar.org 

 

SA City Attorney Andrew Segovia 

Andy.Segovia@sanantonio.gov 

Cc: Texas Attorney General Paxton 

disaster-counsel@oag.texas.gov 

Cc: Texas Governor Greg Abbott 

Comm. Dep’t., F: 512-463-1847 

 

Re: Harassment of Electronic Cigarette Shops, including Mega Vapes 

To the Honorable Mayor Nirenberg and County Judge Wolff,  

My firm represents Texas businesses which sell electronic cigarette supplies, also 

known as vape shops. These stores sell consumer electronics, including heaters, 

batteries, ohm meters, battery chargers, among other common electronic products.  

This letter seeks to stop harassment of vape shops in San Antonio, as they are 

essential businesses under the Emergency Order #5, Declaration of Public Health 

Emergency Regarding Covid-19
1
 (“San Antonio Order”) which also references the 

Executive Order NW-05 of County Judge Nelson W. Wolff
2
 (“Bexar Order”).  

Both the San Antonio Order and the Bexar Order refer to Governor Abbott’s 

Executive Order Implementing Essential Services and Activities Protocols
3
 

(“Governor’s Order” issued March 31, 2020). The Governor’s Order refers to 

guidance from the Texas Division of Emergency Management
4
 discussing essential 

services which then refers to the Dep’t of Homeland Security Advisory 

Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers during 

Covid-19 Response
5
 (“DHS Memo”). The San Antonio and Bexar Orders refer to 

this same document is discussing “essential businesses” in a way that requires you 

to allow vape shops to operate without the arbitrary imposition of closure rules 

created without a shred of due process on the whim of San Antonio’s management.  

                                                 
1
https://dallascityhall.com/DCH%20Documents/covid19/Third%20Amended%20Emergency%20Regulations%20(O

rdinance%2031496).pdf  
2
 https://www.bexar.org/DocumentCenter/View/26538/Executive-Order-NW-05-April-6-2020?bidId= 

3
 https://gov.texas.gov/uploads/files/press/EO-GA-14_Statewide_Essential_Service_and_Activity_COVID-

19_IMAGE_03-31-2020.pdf  
4
 http://tdem.texas.gov/essentialservices/  

5
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_Guidance_on_the_Essential_Critical_Infrastructure_Wo

rkforce_Version_2.0_Updated.pdf, see “Commercial Facilities” on page 14.  
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1. You have no authority except that which the Governor has given you. The 

San Antonio Order cites to the “Texas Disaster Act of 1975” twice, which is just 

another name for Chapter 418 of the Texas Government Code.
6
  

The Governor’s Order issued March 31, 2020 suspended Sections 418.108 and 

418.1015(b) of the Texas Government Code in its second to last paragraph, which I 

have repeated below, underlining in red the verbiage relevant to this discussion: 

 

As a reminder, Section 418.108 allows you to issue executive orders that control 

ingress and egress, and control movement and occupancy of disaster areas and 

Section 418.1015(b) gives you the power of the governor to issue executive orders 

for other various purposes. But since March 31, 2020, both of those sections of law 

have been suspended.  

Thus, you have no power whatsoever to impose restrictions inconsistent with the 

Governor’s Order. You may act only in accordance with the Governor’s directives 

as expressed in the Governor’s Order. You may not subject operating businesses to 

the whims of your arbitrary notions of what is essential and what is not essential. 

You are required to at least check the national standards on this issue as adopted by 

Governor Abbott and you are required to follow these standards, and even your 

own San Antonio Order adopts these standards.  

Additionally, you are required to accord some semblance of due process to those 

you govern. Particularly as time wears on, you may not arbitrarily stop a person 

from earning an honest dollar.    

As explained below, vape shops are essential businesses and should not be subject 

to city or county enforcement actions. 

                                                 
6
 The Bexar Order refers to the Texas Disaster Act of 1975 three times, and Section 418.108 four times, all of them 

invalid and without authority at this time. However, as this letter is relevant only to the abusive behavior of San 

Antonio, I mention it here only to give notice to County Judge Wolff and the Bexar County Judge Commissioners 

that their current order should be amended at some point, or at least recognized as unenforceable. 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/GV/htm/GV.418.htm
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2. E-Cigarette retailers are essential businesses:
7
 As stated above, the 

Governor’s Order incorporates by reference the DHS Memo. You can look at your 

own Bexar Order and San Antonio Order and observe that they reference the same 

memo in their respective Section 2(b)(xv)
8
, though the version to which they refer 

is outdated and the link non-functional.  Fortunately, the Governor’s Order links to 

a state-run page that links to the DHS Memo
9
 as currently amended. From there, 

interested parties can evaluate a business to determine if it is essential.  

Under the Commercial Facilities section on page 14, the DHS Memo defines 

individuals working for distributors of consumer electronics as Essential 

Businesses, which I have copied here:  

Condensing the DHS Memo, essential workers include “Workers in consumer 

electronics and related distributors.”  

“Consumer electronics” is commonly defined as “electronic equipment intended 

for everyday use, most often in entertainment, communications and office 

productivity.”
10

 Electronic cigarettes use an electronic heating element to create an 

aerosol, and are therefore “electronics” by any reasonable definition.  

Though San Antonio is not required to adopt a layman’s definition, it may not 

ignore Texas law. Fortunately, Section 161.081 of the Texas Health & Safety Code 

recognizes that e-cigarettes are electronic devices used by consumers: 

(1-a) “E-cigarette” means an electronic cigarette or any other device that 

simulates smoking by using a mechanical heating element, battery, or 

electronic circuit to deliver nicotine or other substances to the individual 

inhaling from the device. The term does not include a prescription medical 

device unrelated to the cessation of smoking. . . .  

... 

(3) “Retail sale” means a transfer of possession from a retailer to a consumer 

in connection with a purchase, sale, or exchange for value of cigarettes, e-

cigarettes, or tobacco products.  

TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE §§ 161.081 (1-a), (3) (underlining added). 

                                                 
7
 You should also realize that CBD sales are protected just as much as liquor or convenience stores selling food, but 

I am focused on vape products.   
8
 The link provided here is kept current by the State of Texas at http://tdem.texas.gov/essentialservices/. 

9
 https://www.cisa.gov/publication/guidance-essential-critical-infrastructure-workforce 

10
 https://www.definitions.net/definition/Consumer+Electronics.  
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https://www.cisa.gov/publication/guidance-essential-critical-infrastructure-workforce
https://www.definitions.net/definition/Consumer+Electronics
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Additionally, the federal government generally recognizes these products as 

consumer electronics. For example, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration refers to 

vape products as “Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems” (ENDS), and discusses 

these products while assuming the framework of e-cigarettes as electronic products 

used by consumers.
11

 The FDA is seeking data related to the use of ENDS by 

consumers at this moment until April 20, 2020.
12

  

Lastly, I have been informed that San Antonio is allowing mundane Game Shop to 

operate with curbside service, but not vape shops. If you are allowing electronic 

game shops to remain open, then you surely must recognize that you are required 

to do so by the list of essential services, and you must surely recognize that all 

stores which sell consumer electronics must be allowed to remain open. 

Summarizing this section: Texas and the United States federal government both 

operate with an understanding that vape shops sell consumer electronics. 

Consumer electronics are defined as essential by the Federal Government as it 

relates to COVID-19 federal and state laws. You adopted those definitions in the 

Bexar and San Antonio Orders. Neither the City of San Antonio nor the County 

has the power to act inconsistent with the Governor’s Order, particularly after the 

Governor’s Order suspended Section 418.108 and 418.1015(b). 

3. Vape shops should remain open for the same reasons that liquor stores 

remain open – closure may result in hospital resource diversion. San Antonio 

has allowed liquor stores to remain open, presumably based on the conclusion that 

alcoholics who are deprived of their source of hard drink may go into withdrawal 

and wind up using a needed hospital bed. When asked why an alcoholic could not 

just buy beer or wine from any open grocery store for this short period, the answer 

appears to be that alcoholics may prefer to go into withdrawal rather than be 

satisfied with wine from grocery stores, and wind up using precious hospital beds.  

If that is a valid and defensible analysis, then it is the same answer for vape users 

who are escaping cigarette use. Even the FDA, in its ongoing mission to regulate 

these products, has recognized that over-regulation will result in black market trade 

of unsafe vaping products in its enforcement recommendations
13

 for the industry.  

 

                                                 
11

 See https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices-perspectives-fda-leadership-and-experts/how-fda-regulating-e-

cigarettes. 
12

 https://www.fda.gov/tobacco-products/products-ingredients-components/vaporizers-e-cigarettes-and-other-

electronic-nicotine-delivery-systems-ends.  
13

See https://www.fda.gov/media/133880/download, p.28. 
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https://www.fda.gov/media/133880/download
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One can find any number of stories about individuals using home-made products 

that literally blow up in their faces and land them in the hospital. Thus, the 

argument for allowing liquor stores to remain open is exactly the same argument 

for allowing vape shops to continue operation, as store closures encourage less safe 

alternatives in the form of home-manufactured products, and vape users are less 

likely to wind up using hospital beds.  

Additionally, e-cigarettes are often used by cigarette smokers to quit smoking. By 

closing vape shops, San Antonio is withholding a crutch that may result in many 

smokers returning to tobacco cigarettes, a far more harmful source of nicotine.  

4. The enforcement of your executive orders is without authority and denies 

due process. I have reviewed the Revocation of Certificate of Occupancy issued to 

Mega Vapes on April 7, 2020. On behalf of my client, I demand to know how the 

sentence, “Your business has been deemed non-essential” came to be. What 

authority decided this? The Governor’s Order specifically allows retailers of 

consumer electronics, so your reference to Governor Abbott is misplaced, at best.  

Additionally, the idea that you can use this reasoning to find that a building is 

unsafe and must be closed because it is selling legal products is insupportable.  

I insist that you immediately reverse these illegal maneuvers that are little more 

than illegal animus being expressed with unconstitutionally arbitrary actions.  

This heavy-handed style of governing may have been excusable until the 

Governor’s Order on March 31st, when Governor Abbott suspended the authority 

of local officials to act under Section 418.108 or to the governor’s emergency 

powers 418.1015(b). You cannot even pretend to have this power today. 

CONCLUSION & DEMAND: Based on the above and your communications 

indicating a socio-economic-class-based animus against vape shops, I demand that 

San Antonio reinstate Mega Vape’s Certificate of Occupancy by noon on April 9 

and cease further harassment.  

If you do not restore the Certificate of Occupancy as instructed, I will recommend 

suit to my client and seek damages for economic losses, attorney fees, and 

damages for unconstitutional deprivation of due process under Section 1983 of 

Title 42 of the United States Code.  

I will also seek immediate injunctive relief to reopen Mega Vape, to which you can 

agree so as to mitigate damages we will seek against your administration.  
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I recognize that the decisions you are making are not always easy. If you want to 

discuss this matter, you may call me or Mr. Schulze as indicated below. A suit can 

be avoided if you would but accord due process and apply an even hand.  

Yours, 

 

 

 

Warren V. Norred, P.E. 

 

 

By:  /s/ Warren V. Norred 

NORRED LAW, PLLC 

Warren V. Norred, Texas Bar No. 24045094 

wnorred@norredlaw.com 

515 E. Border St., Arlington, Texas 76010 

Tel. (817) 704-3984, Fax. (817) 524-6686 

Cell (817) 253-9999 

    

Gerrit Schulze, Esq. 

SHUMWAY VAN, LLC 

310 South Saint Mary’s Street, Suite 2100 

San Antonio, Texas 78205 

Main Line: (210) 503-2800 

Fax: (210) 503-2888 

www.shumwayvan.com 

 

Counsel for Mega Vape and others similarly situated 

 

http://www.shumwayvan.com/

